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Abstract—This paper proposes the novel Multi-cell Multi-port Bidirectional Flyback (M2BF), which is suitable for applications with high-controllability requirement. Moreover, control strategy of the proposed converter and design considerations are analyzed, identifying the most differential characteristics. The main advantage of M2BF is the possibility of configuring the number of connected cells according to the specifications of the system. Besides, an independent control of each cell is proposed with a bidirectional power flow. The assembled experimental prototype is also presented, in order to validate the proposed concept.

Index Terms—Isolated converter, Multi-cell, Multi-port, Gallium Nitride

I. INTRODUCTION

Multi-cell topologies are commonly defined as converter systems formed with two or more subsystems that are connected in one of the following configurations: input-series output-parallel, input-series output-series, input-parallel output-series or input-parallel output-parallel. Moreover, systems with two or more input or/and outputs are known as multi-port systems with different possibilities: single-input multiple-output, multiple input single-output and multiple-input multiple-output.

Multi-cell Multi-port (MCMP) systems have been established primarily in medium- to high-voltage high-power applications [1], [2]. However, in recent years, the versatility of MCMP architecture has also been demonstrated for lower power range, such as DC Power Distribution Systems (DC-PDS) [3] or distributed Energy Storage Systems (ESS) [4], among others. These applications require multiple sources with a full control of delivered power, providing isolation in some cases.

In this context the novel Multi-cell Multi-port Bidirectional Flyback (M2BF) is proposed, allowing either dc or ac sources as inputs-outputs. In this work, only dc-dc configuration is analyzed. This architecture enables a bidirectional power flow with an individual control of each cell due to four quadrant switches Fig. 1(a). Besides, M2BF adds the possibility of configuring the number of connected cells according to system requirements. This results on a very versatile and configurable system, being suitable for many different applications, as it is shown in Fig. 1 for different dc-dc solutions.

In addition, semiconductors with better performance can be used because the total power is fractioned between the number of cells. In this context, Gallium Nitride (GaN) devices appear as an interesting solution, mainly due to low conduction losses and high switching performance [5]. The use of Low Voltage (LV) GaN devices (<400 V) for MCMP systems clearly improves the performance of the converter [6], [7]. Besides, it has to be noted that GaN devices present remarkable benefits for MCMP systems, as a consequence of low gate driver requirements [8]. That is an important factor...
due to the higher number of devices used on MCMP systems.

This work is organized as follows. Section II describes the novel M2BF concept. Operation principles and the most the most relevant design aspects are described in comparison with a conventional flyback. Then, in Section III the control strategy and key waveforms of the system are analyzed, along with a performance analysis of the M2BF based on GaN devices. Moreover, the developed GaN-based M2BF converter prototype is presented in Section IV. Finally, Section V draws some conclusions about the benefits and limitations of this novel configuration.

II. MULTI-CELL MULTI-PORT BIDIRECTIONAL FLYBACK CONCEPT

The proposed multi-cell flyback configuration has a modular structure with $N_1$ primary and $N_2$ secondary side number of cells, as it is depicted in Fig. 2. Four quadrant switch is used as main switch, in order to connect/disconnect cells in accordance to system requirements. In addition, two auxiliary windings are connected with diodes to primary and secondary sides, as it is depicted in Fig. 2. These windings do not operate at normal operating conditions. These auxiliary windings only operate in case of system-failure providing a discharging path for the current.

One of the main drawbacks of a flyback is that it requires semiconductors with higher voltage and current capability than other conventional converters. This is a consequence of induced voltages and currents [9]. Multi-cell systems results on either distribute the voltage between $N_s$ series-connected cells or share the current along $N_p$ parallel-connected cells. The proposed architecture allows to configure cells in order to reduce maximum voltage (1) and current (2) requirements of primary or secondary sides.

![Fig. 2: M2BF concept configured with input-series and output-parallel cells.](image)

\[
V_{a,i} \approx \frac{V_{a,t}}{N_{1,s}} + \frac{V_{2,t}}{N_{2,s}} 
\]

\[
V_{b,i} \approx \frac{V_{a,t}}{N_{1,s}} + \frac{V_{2,t}}{N_{2,s}} 
\]

where $n$ is the transformer ratio ($n_1/n_2$) and $V_{1,t}$, $I_{1,t}$ and $V_{2,t}$, $I_{2,t}$ are the total voltage and current of primary and secondary sides, respectively. Figure 2 presents an input-series output-parallel configuration reducing the voltage requirement of primary side cells and the current of secondary side cells.

A. Operation principles

The power delivery of M2BF is similar to a conventional flyback, but considering the number of connected cells and a bidirectional power flow control. The power delivery can be divided into two intervals: magnetizing and demagnetizing process. Assuming a current flowing from primary to secondary side, the magnetizing process begins with the turn-on of primary side main switch $s_{1,i}$, storing the energy on the transformer. Then, when turning-off $s_{1,i}$, the energy stored in the transformer is discharged on the secondary side, as it is shown in Fig. 3(a) with two connected cells on each side.

On the contrary, considering a current flowing from secondary to primary side, magnetizing period is performed on the secondary side while demagnetizing occurs at primary side [see Fig. 3(b)].

Furthermore, the magnetic flux of the transformer ($\phi_m$) is proportional to the sum of primary and secondary side currents. Thus, in the M2BF, $\phi_m$ changes according to the sum of the current generated on each cell (3). Figure 3(b) shows how $\phi_m$ is decreased when enabling only one cell of each side in comparison with the configuration presented in Fig. 3(a).

\[
\phi_m = \left( \sum_{i=1}^{N_1} \frac{i_{1,i}}{n_1} + \sum_{i=1}^{N_2} \frac{i_{2,i}}{n_2} \right) \cdot L_m 
\]

being $L_m$ the magnetizing inductance.

B. Bidirectional switch

Four quadrant flyback is proposed, based on two anti-series semiconductors for primary and secondary sides. Fig. 4(a) shows how $s_{b1,2}$ blocks the current on the primary side ($i_{1,2} = 0$) and $s_{b2,1}$ on the secondary side ($i_{2,1} = 0$), when the current is flowing from primary to secondary side. Conversely, considering a current flowing from secondary to primary side, $i_{2,1}$ yields to zero due to the blocking capability of $s_{s2,1}$, while the same is true for $s_{s1,2}$ device on the primary side.
Fig. 3: M2BF concept along with magnetic flux ($\phi_m$), primary ($i_{1,i}$) and secondary ($i_{2,i}$) side currents for different configurations: (a) primary to secondary power flow with two connected cells on each side and (b) secondary to primary flow with one active cell on each side.

[see Fig. 4(b)]. Hence, bidirectional voltage and/or current conduction and blocking capability is achieved.

However, the implementation of bidirectional switch results on higher number of semiconductors than for a conventional flyback and consequently higher conduction losses. Therefore, devices with low conduction resistance, such as GaN semiconductors, are presented as the most suitable solution. Besides, in near future, monolithically integrated bidirectional GaN devices will overcome this limitation with significantly lower conduction losses [10]. The lateral structure of GaN devices allows to include a second gate near the drain, achieving a bidirectional power semiconductor without an excessive increase of the conduction resistance [11].

C. Design considerations

Regarding the sizing of converter components, it is similar to a conventional flyback, being the main difference related to the multi-winding transformer. Multi-winding transformer

with $N_1 + N_2 + 2$ number of windings is required. The magnetizing inductance is defined with (4) for a certain current ripple $\Delta i$ and switching frequency $f_s$ [9]. The $\Delta i$ defines the operation mode of a flyback. In this case, a continuous conduction mode is considered, avoiding excessive conduction losses produced by operation modes with high current ripple.

$$L_m = \frac{V_{in} \cdot \delta}{2 \cdot f_s \cdot \Delta i \cdot I_{Lm}}$$

being $\delta$ the voltage conversion ratio and $I_{Lm}$ the magnetizing current defined as follows:

$$\delta = \frac{n \cdot V_{o,i}}{n \cdot V_{o,i} + V_{in,i}}$$

$$I_{Lm} = \sum_{i=1}^{N_1} P_{b,i} \cdot \eta \cdot V_{in,i} + \sum_{i=1}^{N_2} \frac{I_{o,i}}{n}$$
being \(n\) the transformer conversion ratio, \(P_{o,1}\) output power, \(V_{o,1}\) output voltage and \(V_{in,i}\) input voltage of cell \(i\). The maximum current \(I_{Lm}\) is a result of the sum of all cells currents.

Then, considering the worst case scenario, i.e. the minimum \(\delta\) and the peak magnetizing current, \(L_m\) is defined. Moreover, the transformer is designed to have a reduced leakage inductance \(L_{lk}\) \((3 - 5\% \cdot L_m)\) in order to reduce the overvoltage generated on the main switch.

Then, the equivalent inductance matrix is defined with (7).

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
L_{1p,1p} & L_{1p,1s} & \cdots & L_{1p,ls} \\
L_{1s,1p} & L_{1s,1s} & \cdots & L_{1s,ip} \\
\vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
L_{ls,1p} & L_{ip,1s} & \cdots & L_{is,ls}
\end{bmatrix}
\]

(7)

where every coil of multi-winding transformer is formed by its own inductance \((L_{1p,1p})\) and the mutual inductance between coils, e.g \(L_{1p,1s}\) which corresponds to the mutual inductance between first primary and first secondary coils.

The multi-winding coils are distributed in a symmetrical way, in order to reduce the leakage inductance of each module. Besides, primary and secondary windings are interleaved, as it is shown in Fig. 5 for six winding transformer: four main coils and two auxiliary. The diameter of the wire of auxiliary windings is reduced as these coils only operate in case of system failure.

ETD-type core is selected dividing coils in high and low side, with auxiliary windings in the middle. With the aim of reducing leakage inductance, i.e. achieving a high coupling between main coils, first primary, first secondary, second primary and second secondary, sequence is repeated from high to low side of the transformer. However, the coupling between main coils and auxiliary windings is not as good as between main coils. In this configuration, as auxiliary coils only operate in case of system failure.

In addition, flyback cells are operated with an active clamp circuit, in order to reduce switching losses. Active clamp is implemented in both sides due to the bidirectional operation of the converter. Considering the leakage inductance, clamp capacitor \(C_t\) is selected to be in resonance with \(L_{lk}\) at a switching frequency \(f_s\) (8). Furthermore, devices output capacitances are not considered, as GaN devices present negligible \(C_{on}\) in comparison to \(C_t\).

\[
C_t = \frac{1}{(2 \cdot \pi \cdot f_s)^2 \cdot L_{lk}}.
\]

(8)

III. GaN-based M2BF Design

In this section the control strategy is described along with a performance evaluation of the performance of GaN-based M2BF for the specifications of Table I. A unity relation between primary and secondary side main coils is chosen. Nevertheless, auxiliary windings are designed with a transformer relation of \(n/\text{aux} > 1\), but close to the unity in order to avoid excessive induced overvoltage, in case of failure. Figure 6 shows a dc-dc M2BF with active clamp switches \((s_{c1,i}, s_{c2,i})\) and clamping capacitors \((C_t)\). The same switches configuration is implemented in both sides as the power can be delivered in both directions.

A. Control Strategy

Figure 7 shows the implemented control strategy. Current control is performed measuring current \((i_{1,i}, i_{2,i})\) of each cell. In addition, peak current detector is implemented by hardware and then calibrated to obtain the relation between peak current and delivered current. Moreover, the voltage of each cell is measured, in order to obtain the power of every cell.
Control signals of switches are enabled or not depending on the power flow and the enable function. In this first control strategy approach, an enable function that results on the highest efficiency is implemented. Thus, the number of connected cells is selected in terms of the required power. The impact of number of cells on the system efficiency is analyzed hereafter.

It must be noted that the enable function can be defined for different system parameters. Indeed, multiple loads and sources can be controlled independently, as for DC-PDS systems [see Fig. 7(a)]. Moreover, in the case of ESS operating with series connected cells [see Fig. 7(b)], enable function is designed in terms of the State of charge (SoC), being possible to perform an integrated active balancing of cells, as in the active equalizer presented in [12].

### B. Key Waveforms

Figure 8(a) shows the voltage that $C_r$ has to withstand and the leakage current ($i_{th,k}$) of the primary side. Negative leakage current is allowed on the primary side, due to clamping switches.

Moreover, considering primary to secondary power flow, switching transitions of power switches are analyzed in Fig. 8(b). Zero Voltage Switching (ZVS) of primary switch $s_{a1,1}$ is achieved due to active clamp. Besides, Fig. 8(b) shows the switches control signals considering a power flow from primary to secondary side and enabling only one cell on each side.

Primary main switch $s_{b1,1}$ is switching with a duty $\delta$ while switch $s_{b2,1}$ and clamping switch $s_{c1,1}$ toggles complementary to $s_{b1,1}$ with a defined dead-time $t_{dt}$. A minimum dead-time of 50 ns is defined, considering the analysis presented in [13], characteristics of the selected low-voltage GaN devices [14] and driver characteristics. Besides, anti-series switches $s_{a1,1}$ and $s_{a2,1}$ are continuously conducting according to enable function due to the free-wheeling conduction instances. The same control sequence of anti-series switches is applied if the current is flowing from secondary to primary side, i.e. switching with $s_{b2,i}$ and continuously with $s_{a2,i}$.
C. Performance Evaluation

Figure 8 shows switching waveforms of each switch that conform the M2BF. Soft-switching operation is achieved operating with a switching frequency near to resonance frequency $f_r$. ZVS operation of main switches of primary and secondary sides is achieved along with soft turn-on of clamping switches. In addition, conduction instances of the "body diode", have to be also considered.

Figure 9 shows the power losses distribution of each switch. Assuming a power flow from primary to secondary side, primary side presents main switch, auxiliary switch and clamp switch losses. On the contrary, secondary side cell only presents main switch and auxiliary switch losses. The use of active clamp reduces switching losses relevance, being negligible even for 300 kHz, as a consequence of reduced turn-off losses of GaN transistors.

It is worth to pointing out that the use of two anti-series device as main switch increases total conduction power losses. The use of GaN devices in this topology allows to reduce conduction losses and switching losses. However, dead-time losses of synchronous devices needs to be specially considered, as an important part of synchronous device losses.

In addition, Fig. 9 compares power losses distribution of a M2BF operating with single cell and two cells, for a primary to secondary power flow of 120 W. Comparing both variants, conduction and dead-time losses are reduced while switching losses increase when considering two connected cells. Then, depending on the impact of conduction, dead-time and switching losses, the optimal number of connected cells will be different.

The performance of the proposed architecture is evaluated for the whole operation range, for different cell configurations. Figure 10 shows how depending on the demanded power the use of single or multiple cells presents higher efficiency.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL PROTOTYPE

This section presents the power cells of the GaN-based M2BF. The power cell is composed of a power board and a conditioning board, as it is depicted in Fig. 11. The power converter is based on LV GaN devices resulting in a power module with reduced size.

The presented power module is configured to operate as a synchronous buck converter, in order to validate the per-
performance of LV GaN devices operating at high-switching frequency.

The buck converter operates in hard-switching mode, with reduced current ripple, as it is depicted in Fig. 12(b). Experimental measurements of power losses are presented in Fig. 13, achieving a good agreement between theoretical and experimental measurements. Low switching losses are achieved, even operating in hard-switching mode. Moreover, although anti-series switch is implemented, the use of GaN devices results on low conduction losses. However, dead-time losses impact is higher, due to high-switching frequency. Therefore, it is crucial to reduce dead-time conduction instances. Once the performance of the power module has been evaluated working as buck converter, the performance working in M2BF configuration will be presented in future works.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents a novel bidirectional isolated architecture (M2BF) with high versatility for near future applications. The proposed M2BF includes a four quadrant switch, being possible to configure converter to the system requirements. Therefore, an independent control of each cell can be performed, increasing the controllability of the system. Besides, the multi-cell multi-port configuration allows the use of high-performance devices for higher power range. High-efficiency is achieved over the wide output load, adapting the number of connected cells to the required output power.
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